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ABSTRACT

We study a simple highly resistive molecular circuit by detecting the transfer of individual electrons. The circuit consists of a Au nanoparticle,
a carbon nanotube transistor, and a gate electrode, and the tube −particle resistance is about 10 19 Ω. The high-impedance measurements are
carried out by counting the electrons that are transferred onto the particle using the nanotube transistor as the charge detector. These
measurements allow for the electron characterization of the circuit. In addition, single-electron detection is used to determine the separation
between the electron states in the particle or to monitor the decay in time of the electron number in the particle.

The detection and manipulation of individual electron charges
are among the ultimate goals of nanoscale electronics. It
holds promise for ultralow dissipative circuits as well as for
information processing in highly resistive molecular circuits.
Carbon nanotube field-effect transistors1,2 offer unique op-
portunities for single-electron detection. Nanotubes have
ultrasmall cross sections, and their conducting electrons are
located at the tube surface. These advantages have been
exploited for the sensing of chemical gas3,4 and biological
probes.5,6 Nanotubes have also been used to detect packets
of multiple electrons transferred from the nanotube onto a
particle, though the precise number of electrons in the packet
could not be measured.7 Single-electron detection has been
resolved for electrons hopping onto defects randomly trapped
in the substrate.8-12 However, these single-electron processes
remain poorly controlled. Different defects can be probed
in parallel, so the electron properties of the circuit can be
only partially characterized.

In this letter, we demonstrate for the first time single-
electron detection on a nanosystem that is not a defect,8-12

namely, a gold nanoparticle. This well-defined circuit allows
for the full electron characterization of the circuit (Figure
1b) using single-electron detection measurements. We de-
termine the different capacitances in the circuit, the separation
between the electron states in the particle, and the tunnel
resistance between the particle and the nanotube. The
resistance is about 1019 Ω and corresponds to a transfer rate
as low as∼0.001 s-1. Such a low transfer rate, together with
the well-defined circuit, allows us to inject and extract
different electrons from the particle under out-of-equilibrium
conditions and to monitor the electron number decay in time.

Carbon nanotube transistors are fabricated by means of
standard nanofabrication techniques. Tubes are grown by
chemical vapor deposition13 on a doped Si wafer with a 1
µm thermal silicon oxide layer. They are electrically
contacted to Cr/Au electrodes patterned by electron-beam
lithography. Gold nanoparticles are deposited onto the wafer
from a suspension in water that consists of gold chloride
and trisodium citrate. An∼30 nm diameter particle is
positioned on top of the tube by atomic force microscopy
manipulation (Figure 1a,b).

The transfer of electrons onto the particle can be detected
by measuring the conductanceGtube of the nanotube while
sweeping the gate voltageVG (Figure 2a) because the tube
conductance is extremely sensitive to the presence of electric
charges. AsVG is swept from-4 to -1 V, the conductance
is turned off as for typical p-doped semiconducting SWNTs.1,2

Moreover, we have observed 35 abrupt conductance jumps
(vertical red bars) that indicate discrete electron transfer from
the nanotube into the particle. Each extra electron in the
particle changes the electrostatic potential in the particle and,
in turn, the charge densityFtube in the nanotube, which shifts
the conductanceGtube horizontally in VG. Note that the
electron-transfer events do not occur at periodic values of
VG, as shown in the inset of Figure 2a.

As the measurement is repeated, conductance jumps appear
at different gate voltages (Figure 2b). This indicates the
stochastic nature of the electron transfer, as illustrated in the
inset of Figure 2b; see also below. Remarkably, repeated
measurements fall on curves that are periodically spaced in
gate voltage with a period of about∆VG

shift ) 60 mV. The
same spacing is observed over theVG range spanning from
the on- to the off-conductance (from-4 to-1 V; see Figure
2a). This periodicity suggests that adjacent curves differ by* Corresponding author. E-mail: adrian.bachtold@cnm.es.
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one electron in the Au particle and, in turn, that the observed
jumps correspond to transfers of single electrons. Measure-
ments on a second device yield a period of about 40 mV.

Measurements on devices without an Au particle look very
different. Most often, no conductance jumps are observed
at all. For some devices, jumps can be detected, but their
number remains very low and no period in gate voltage can
be assigned. Those jumps are attributed to uncontrolled
charge traps at defects.

The mechanism that controls electron transfer onto the
particle has a lot in common with what happens in a single-
electron transistor.14,15Adding an electron to the particle costs
the Coulomb charging energyEC ) e2/(Ctube-Au +CAu-gate)
(represented by a gap in Figure 1c). By reducing the gate
potentialEG proportional to-eVG, the potential of the Au
particleEAu decreases according to Kirchhoff’s laws (Figure
1d). This is described by the first term in

When the tube’s electrochemical potential matches the upper
energy of the Coulomb gap in the particle (Figure 1e), an
electron can be transferred from the tube onto the particle,
and the electron numberN in the particle is increased by 1.

This shiftsEAu by the amountEC (Figure 1f), which blocks
the transfer of the next electron. In contrast to previous
single-electron transistors,15 the transfer rate is slow enough
to prevent the last electron from tunneling out of the particle
by continuously sweeping down the gate potential.

We will now look at the time dependence of the electron
transfers. For this purpose, the gate voltage is set at a fixed
value while measuring the tube conductance (Figure 3). At
50 K, the tube conductance fluctuates between two values
on a time scale of several hundred seconds. We attribute
the two-level fluctuations to an electron going back and forth
into the Au particle as a result of thermal excitation and thus
changing the number of electrons betweenN andN + 1. As
the temperature is increased to 150 K, the tube conductance
fluctuates between three levels (i.e., betweenN, N + 1, and
N + 2; Figure 3b). The mechanism is schematized in the
insets of Figure 3.

The fluctuations ofN due to thermal excitation provide
information on the energy separationEC between electron
states of the Au particle. The two-level fluctuations at 50 K
suggest thatEC is aboutkT (i.e.≈ 4 meV; see inset of Figure
3a). TakingEC ≈ 50 K givesCtube-Au + CAu-gate ≈ 38 aF,
which is reasonable when considering that the self-

Figure 1. Device geometry. (a) Atomic force microscopy image
of a Au nanoparticle placed on top of a SWNT, which is in contact
with two metal electrodes. The separation between the metal
electrodes is 600 nm. (b) Schematic of the measurement setup. The
tube conductance is always measured witheVSD < kT. (c-f)
Schematics of the potentials in the nanotube and the particle as the
gate potential is swept down. Each time an empty energy level of
the particle matches the electrochemical potential of the tube, an
electron is transferred onto the particle, which is detected by the
nanotube transistor.

EAu )
CAu-gateEG

(CAu-gate+ Ctube-Au)
+ ECN (1)

Figure 2. Detection of single electrons. (a) Tube conductance as
the gate voltageVG is swept from-4 to -1 V. Vertical red bars
indicate conductance jumps. The recording time was 50 min. The
inset shows the relation betweenGtube(VG) and the number of
electrons in the Au particle. (b) Tube conductance as a function of
VG. Each color corresponds to a different scan. The sweep rate of
VG is the same for the different scans, 0.06 V/min. The magenta
curve is shown forVG between-2.9 and-2.55 V. The inset shows
two traces ofGtube(VG) in black and red; jumps appear at different
VG values as a result of the stochastic nature of the electron transfer.
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capacitance of a sphere 4πεrε0rAu ) 7 aF with εr ) 4 and
rAu ) 15 nm has the same order of magnitude.

We will now exploit the low rate of charge transfer in
order to manipulate the number of electrons on the particle
under out-of-equilibrium conditions. To do this, the gate
voltage is rapidly swept to change the potential of the Au
particle, which positions different empty (occupied) electron
levels of the Au particle below (above) the Fermi energy
(schematic of Figure 4a). The number of empty levels
depends on the amplitude of the gate voltage sweep.
Measuring the tube conductance versus time allows us to
monitor the decay toward equilibrium of the electron system
(Figure 4a). As discussed previously, each conductance jump
corresponds to the transfer of one electron.

The transfer rate changes as the temperature varies (Figure
4b). The average time for the three jumps in Figure 4a is
shown to increase dramatically as the temperatureT is
reduced. This may be attributed to the shape of the tunnel
barrier between the particle and the tube, for which the
transmission is energy-dependent. Alternatively, this may be
attributed to the transferred electrons that interact with
phonons or other electrons. Additional studies need to be
carried out to clarify this issue.

The above measurements allow us to estimate the tunnel
resistanceR between the particle and the tube. The average
jump time τ is given bye2R(1 - exp(-∆E/kT))/∆E with
∆E the energy difference between the tube and the particle.16

For the case∆E ≈ kT ≈ EC

BecauseCtube-Au ≈ e2/EC, we getR ≈ 1019 Ω at 50 K when
τ ≈ 200 s. Such a resistance is 6 orders of magnitude higher
than what conventional electronics can cover. The resistance
may originate from a gap of a few nanometers between the
tube and the particle or from adsorbate layers at the tube-
particle interface. This tunnel resistance could not be
measured in previous single-electron detection experiments
with nanotubes.7-12

The device can be further characterized by considering
the electric circuit in Figure 1b. This circuit has been
analyzed for silicon single-electron memory using a small
floating gate, which represents the ultimate miniaturization
of flash memory.8,17 In this model, the conductance jumps
in Figure 2a are on average separated by∆VG

jump, and the
adjacent curves in Figure 2b are separated by∆VG

shift with

By taking the mean value of∆VG
jump ) 85 mV, ∆VG

shift )
60 mV, andEC ≈ 4 meV, we getCAu-gate) 1.8 aF,Ctube-Au

≈ 30 aF, andCtube-gate≈ 1 aF. These values are reasonable
considering the device geometry. Indeed,CAu-gate can be
roughly estimated by half the capacitance between two
concentric spheres, which is 2πεrε0(1/rAu - 1/h)-1 ≈ 3 aF

Figure 3. Fluctuations of the electron number due to thermal
excitation. (a) Tube conductance as a function of time at 50 K for
VG ) -1.35 V. (b) Tube conductance as a function of time at 150
K for VG ) -1.2 V. The conductance experiences two levels at 50
K and three levels at 150 K. Note that an extra level can appear at
other VG values. We attribute the extra level at 50 K to the
electrochemical potential of the tube that matches the center of the
Coulomb gap. The number of observed levels is on average 2.01
at 50 K and 3.1 at 150 K. The insets show the energy levels in the
tube and in the Au particle for different numbersN of electrons.
The thermal energy is shown in red.

Figure 4. Manipulation of single electrons. (a) Tube conductance
as a function of time after having rapidly increased the gate voltage
by 0.4 V from-1.6 to-1.2 V. This results in the reduction of the
potential in the particle as shown in the inset. The energy levels in
the particle correspond to different numbersN of electrons. Note
that the conductance height differs for the three jumps, which is
attributed to the variation of the slope ofGtube(VG). (b) Average
time of the first, second, and third jumps as a function of
temperature. The standard error is shown for the first jump.

τ ≈ RCtube-Au (2)

∆VG
jump ) e

CAu-gate
(3)

∆V G
shift )

eCtube-Au/(Ctube-Au + CAu-gate)

(Ctube-gate+ Ctube-AuCAu-gate/(Ctube-Au + CAu-gate))
(4)
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with h being the oxide thickness.Ctube-gate is expected to be
slightly less than half the capacitance between two coaxial
cylinders, which isπεrε0L /ln(h/r tube) ≈ 9 aF with L being
the tube length.

The capacitanceCAu-gate quantifies the coupling between
the Au particle and the gate.CAu-gate, which is 1.8 aF, is
remarkably large when considering that the gate is 1µm
away from the Au particle. Compared to previous experi-
ments on Au particles directly contacted to metal electrodes,
the same coupling can be achieved provided that the
separation between the gate and the Au particle is reduced
to 2-3 nm.18,19 This is because most of the electric field in
the latter case is screened by the metal electrodes. Overall,
our device layout enables efficient coupling, which allows
access to a broad range of energy levels by sweeping the
gate voltage. This is especially interesting for future studies
on organic and biological molecules because the large energy
separation between the levels often has limited access to only
one level.20,21

We will now compare our work to other existing single-
electron detectors, which are devices microfabricated in
metal or semiconducting material working at milliKelvin
temperatures.22-26 The operation temperature (up to 150 K)
of nanotube detectors is much higher. In addition, nanotubes
are suitable for electron detection on systems that are
physically different from the detector itself, such as molecules
or nanoparticles. In contrast, microfabricated single-electron
detectors so far have probed only systems structured with
the same semiconducting or metal material as the detector.
Moreover, these detectors are much larger, which is imprac-
tical for addressing molecules.

In conclusion, single-electron detection with a nanotube
has been employed to characterize the equivalent circuit of
a simple highly resistive molecular circuit. In this circuit, a
Au nanoparticle is connected to a nanotube with an ultrahigh
tunnel resistance of about 1019 Ω. Remarkably, such a
resistance is 6 orders of magnitude higher than what
conventional electronics can cover. We have also shown how
single-electron detection can be used to extract the separation
in energy between the electron states of the particle. Single-
electron counting with nanotubes offers great promise for
future studies on organic molecules, biomolecules, and
semiconducting particles, which most often are highly
resistive. Interestingly, the electron states of those systems
are expected to depend not only on the charging energy but
also on the molecular levels. Single-electron photoelectric
effects can also be investigated, for instance, in CdSe
particles,27 as well as charge transfer in biomolecules
involved in photosynthesis and respiration activities.28 This
technique may also provide information on internal electron-
transfer events that occur within complex molecular systems.
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